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Phonics  

In Phonics this week we have continued to revise all of phase 3, making sure everyone is confident with all the 

sounds. We have started to read and write words that include two syllables and have introduced some more tricky 

words. Please encourage your children to write more at home, using all they have learnt this year. 

 

We have focused on some tricky words this week, including he, be, she and me. Please explore how to spell these 

words and use them in a sentence.  

 

Literacy  

In Garry Class we are continuing with our topic by reading and exploring the book ‘Rumble in the Jungle.’ The 

children loved picking out all of the rhyming words in the story and discussing the poems about each animal. We 

then imagined if one of the animals escaped from the book, how we would describe them to others, so they could 

recognise the animals if found. We created missing posters for different animals and created fantastic pieces if 

artwork, using the story as a stimulus.  

 

In Darling Class, we have been exploring the story The Troll by Julia Donaldson. The story can be found  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1vTw47_HgM. Please explore the story with your child and discuss the plot, 

the characters and the sequence.  

 

Mathematics  

This term in Maths we will be revising all that we have learnt this year. In Garry class we have been revisiting 2D 

and 3D shapes. We played lots of games using the 2D and 3D shapes including building a castle for a princess. Mrs 

Stowe was very impressed with how well the children could recognise and describe different shapes.  

In Darling Class we have been revising addition and subtraction. Please continue to explore this at home using 

objects and a number line.  

 

Next Year 

Going into Year One, the current classes will be mixed to give the children a chance to make new friendships. The 

children are aware and have chosen two friends, one of which will be guaranteed to be in the same class. Ms Woods 

and Mrs Stowe are putting the classes together now and the children will be made aware of their new teacher and 

class mates in due course.  

 

With kind regards, Ms Woods, Mrs Stowe, Mrs Wilkes, Miss Bishop, Mrs White and Miss Conde    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1vTw47_HgM

